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AbSTRACT. Fields with ganeralized statistics are introduced id their 
relation with order and disorder variables in two dimensional systems 
exposed. This leads to a Feynman path formulation for their Euclidean 
Correlation functions. Applications are made to the Thirring. Schwinger 
and coupled Schwinger-chiral Gross-Neveu models. 

RESUMO. Campos com estatística generalizada são introduzidos e sua 
relação com variáveis ordem e desordem em sistemas bidimensionais, 
estabelecida. Isto leva a uma formulação da integral de caminhos de 
Feynman para as suas funções de correlação Euclideanas. Aplicações "ãc 
feitas aos modelos de Thirring. Schwinger e Schwinger-Gross-NeveU. 
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The work be reported here has been done in 

collaboration with Eduardo Marino and Klaus Rothe [j.,2]. 

In a number of instances the investigation of 

two dimensional models has led to the necessicy of considering 

fields which neither commute or anti-commute at space like 

distances but satisfy instead, 

MxH(y) = e2lT1S£(Xl"yi)My)'Mx) x - y U) 

where s is the "spin". 

They appear first in Klaiber's [3] general solution 

of the massless Thirring model. Fields with generalized 

statistics also appear as the natural interpolating fields 

of the chiral Gross-Nc eu model where they played an important 

role in the prediction of its exact S-matrix £4,53. 

Finally they appear very naturally in the ZN 

generalizations of the Ising model [6]'. 

Let us recall that in the Ising model besides the 

usual order variable a (x) (x is originally a discrete variable 

but becomes continuous in tha scaling limit T-Tc •*• 0 correlation 

lenght fixed) one can introduce a dual disorder variable u(x) 

[7] such that, 

o(Xi)w(yi) = v l y i ) o ( x 1 ) xx < yx 

o(xj)Myi) = - v(yi)a(xl) xl > y, (2) 

Field theoretically v plays the role of a kink 

open tor, and in the ordered phase where <a> ft 0 creates states 

with a non-trivial topological number. If one considers the 
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product of order times disorder operators one obtains a field 

<Mx) =M(X)O(X) which obeys anti-commutation relations, a two 

dimensional dyon [8] . 

It is precisaly this fermion which is the most 

basic object in the Ising model since it terms out to be a 

free field [9] in terms of which the model can be completely 

solved [l(f]. 

For a ZN Ising nodel the dual algebra (2) will 

read 

a(x1)\i(yx) = ii(7i)o(Xi) xr < yx 

2TTJ 

O(XI)P('/I) = e N píyiíoíx!) xj > y2 (3) 

so that the product of order times disorder in this case will 

be a field with generalized statistics satisfying (1) with 

s = 1/N. 

The simplest realization of an order-disorder 

algebra with an arbitrary phase factor can be obtained by 

considering» 

r<*> 

iar5* ib! . 
a(x) - e ; p (x) = e {. ${x')àxx (4) 

xl 

with $(x) either a free field or a solution of a sine-Gordon 

equation. Equation £4] is the basis of Mandelstam's [lí] 

bosonization of fermion fields. In this case s » #2 and we 

have to restrict ourselves to * either a free field or 

solution of an equation with a periodic potential since 

otherwise v (x) would not create a finite energy state [l2j . 

The connection with concepts coming from 
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statistical mechanics will allow us to write a Feynman-path 

integral expression for fields with generalized statistics. 

To this -nu recall that the Kadanoff-Ceva rule 

[lj for computing the disorder-disorder correlation function 

<u(x)u(y)> in the Ising mciel tell us tc draw any line from x 

to y changing tht links crossed from ferromagnetic to anti-

ferromagnetic, ccnpute the new partition function and divide 

it by the original one. The result is shown to be path 

independent. 

In our case (restrict for simplicity to the free 

field case corresponding to the massless Thirring model) the 

Euclidean disorder-disorder correlation function is given by 

y 
f - i f d 2 z ( v o ) ? b[ e

w v 8 «dz11 

<u(x)ü(y)> = tJiDjVe z> e 'x v (5) 
i w -* c 
J 

-1 
where N is the vacim-vacum amplitude and the imaginary 

factor in front of the line integral disappears when going to 

the Euclidean region, whereas the order-order correlation 

function is given by 

f - !;d2z(7<M2 iajV*(x) + Y,5r*(y)] (6) 
<o(x)o(y)> - N|D[*]e J e x y 

] 

Note that both functional integrals are trivial 

to perform since they are saturated by the classical solutions. 

They have a very simple eletrostatic interpretation the order-

order gives the exponential of the interaction energy cf two 

charges of strenght "is" placed at x and y. 

2 ? 

<a(x)J(y)> • expf |- ^ Y
5 tn ix-y | - | - inR[l+Y

5r51> (7) 
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The last term in the exponential cames from 

imposing a boundary condition i(R) = 0 and gives in the limit 

of R + • the chirai selection rule of the Thirring model. 

The self-energy of each charge is incorporated in a 

renormalization procedure which corresponds to taking Wick 

ordered exponentials. 

The disorder-disorder correlation function on 

the other hand corresponds to the eletrostatic energy of a 

dipole string following the path C. Outside the string the 

field configurations look as those of two wires (rconopoles 

of strenght t b) crossing the plane at x and y. Again 

b 2 

<u(x)u(y)> = exp {- — inlx-yj} (8) 

where the self-energy of the string and of the end points 

has been renorraalized away. It is clear that the result is 

path-independent. 

To obtain the correlation functions of the fields 

t|; (x) = o(x)n(x) we start now from the 4 point function, 

<* (x)i (y)> ~ u m <a{xlMx1)ã {yl)üiyl) (8) 

Here a novel fecture appears since this 4 point 

function involving both the order and disorder variables is 

multivalued: indeed each time a charge crosses a string 

there appears a discontinuity of e a in the correlation 

function a reflection of the dual algebra (3). In the case 

where J» is a fermion ~- = - this multivaluedness reflects 
it. i 

itself in a sign arbiguity of our correlation functions which 
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can be related to the usual fermion ordering problem. As a 

by product one has achieved a functional bosonization of 

fermions i.e. a Feynntan path formulation for fermion fields 

without the use of Grassmann integration. 

In the general case when s f 0, 1/2, the 

correlation functions are thenselves multivalued and the 

phase arbiguity can-not be removed by ordering the operators. 

What was outlined above can be generalized i"l6j 

to include an arbitrary number of charges and strings leading 

to the Euclidean version of the general Klaiber solution QBQ. 

It is interesting to reexamine the Schwinger-

Bialiniski-Birula model in the above framework. In bosonized 

form the Lagrangear. is 

h- , (?*)2 + 7 r l v^ v + ^ ^^vt;/ + i e ^ euv
3 A

M (9) 
2 4 ,- ZTT V 

Here the term -̂ (7$)*- replaces the free fermion 
il V 

energy of conventional treatments and i —^- plays the role 

of the fermionic current. The :> dependend term gives rise to 

the non trivial 9 structure of the model Cl3j• Note that gauge 

invariance of (9) means A, •* A + 3yA, $-*••> since the current 

is identically conserved. 

This means that in this formulation one will be 

automatically computing fermionic gauge invariant correlation 

functions i.e. instead of - , (x)i£(y)> we will deal with 

<i|/(x)exp{-ie Audzu}i(y)> 

U 

r r y 

N | D [ A £ ] D [ > " e " S e x p { i / 7 V * ( x ) - i | r
y V 3 $âzu + yfa (y)] } 

j v y 
x c C (10) 
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The factors a and b have been chosen equal to 

corresponding to s = 1/2. 

If one performs first the integration over the 

transverse potential A^ one gets, 

< v ( x ) e x p ( - i e j A ; i dz u ^(y)>„ = 

N 
n M e x p { - d 2 2 ( ^ - ) + ~ *2}exp{i/7[Y5 (( l (x) -

c v \ •cU" + Y5*(y)1] e 2 ^ x ^ (ID 
o v y 

Jx_ 

The difference between the above integral and the 
2 

one appearing in the Thirring model is the nass term e /* for 

the * field. The origin of this mass terra can be traced back 

to the fact that the coupling to the Ay field provides us with 

a background of magnetic sources (using now a language dual 

to the one employed in thr> Thirring model) so that the A^ 

integration produces a magnatic plasma. As a result of that 

the chiral selection rule is lost and the 0 vacua can be 

regarded as a chiral (magnetic) condensate. Performing now the 

additional $ ingegration the string which was unobservable in 

the Thirring model becomes a tube of electric flux of width -

1/e and energy roughly proportional to its lenght. This is all 

very reminscent of the 4-dimensional description of confinement 

via the electric-magnetic duality [l4j . 

If one wants to identify the relevant Chern 



classes that contribute to a given amplitude it is more 

convenient to integrate first over the feraion variable $. 

One gets than an effective action of A^ which is saturated 

by configurations carrying a Chern number v such that 2v = 

= MJc which is a realization of the 't Hooft. Atiyah-Singer 

mechanism QL5" in this approach. 

The interested reader can find a more detailed 

account of those points in (I) . 

It i s interesting to note here that if we would 

have considered a i-xield with s ? 1/2 coupled to the gauge 

field the relevant winding nu-Jert would be fractional [lŜ  . 

This is perhaps an arcj.ii.cial :.r,:lel but there is another case 

xn which fractional winding appears in a very natural way: 

the coupled Schwinger-chiral Gro^s-Neveu model which is a toy 

model to study che ü(l) problem £zj. Its Euclidean Lagrangean 

is given by Q.7J . 

i) \ FPVFUV + vU/ + ~ ft* + ̂  IG*)2 - (ivH)2] (12) 
& 

Here the farraions are taken to belong to the 

fundamental representation of U(N). 

In bosonized fern the Gross-Neveu field can be 

written as [18] (up to Klein factors) . 

>f(x) * exp i / | (Y5*(X) + j i(x,)dx1)5f(x) 

r- _ 

exp i / | I AJ£[\
5*a<x) + ^(x)àxA f(x) = (̂ ) e 

v2 ii v* 

(13) 

http://arcj.ii.cial
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where 5 and í are the pseudo-potentials of the U(l) and 

diagonal SU(N) currents respectively and A are the diagonal 

SU(N) matrises. 

The bosonized version of (12) is therefore, 

°U ~^U(1) + £-'su(N) (14; 

with 

JL/ IT /1» = 7 F F + -=-(5 •?) + — £ ° A - — -r—c F w 0 ( l ) 4 2 y (,- yv v ^ 4-nr M yv 

(15) 

and acri/M\ depending only on the í potentials. The last term 

of (15) corresponds to the topological density giving rise 

to the G-structure. Note that the coupling to the gauge field 

is solely through the U(l) ; potential. Employing the bosonized 

form of the Feynman path integral a explained in the Thirring 

model we can explicitly compute the integration over <p and the 

gauge potential, whereas the remaining integrations (over $ ) 

are identical to the ones occuring in the pure chiral Gross-

Neveu model and can be controlled by means of a 1/N expansion 

[4,17]. 

Using the bosonized Feynman path integral ones has 

Í . ± 2 i / | »(x) - [jj„n,d?-z 
x N !D[*JD[A;1 e N e i u ( 1 ) (14) 

I 

The integration over * are the same ones as those 

occuring in the pure chiral Gross-Neveu model and lead to 
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<oj i *(ii 5)5(x)jo> = | (15) 

where m is the dynamically generated mass of the fermion. The 

integral over $ can be explicitly computed leading to 

r 

,1 - l+>5 , • m I r wl ~ i d 2 z F ; 'V FWV 

< e . 4 * ( i : r - } * x iô> = ^ NiD JVlse J x 

d2z e F"V " W 

x e 

with 

^ 

L T-i 

Í 2 Í Z ' e F (z)D(2-2')c F (z1) x 
UV UV liV 11V 

d2z D(x-z)c F (z) (16] 

D ( 2 ) = - •— *nu2z2 

4ir (17) 

The remaining i n t e g r a l over A i s saturated by 

the f i e l d conf igurat ion [ 1 9 ] . 

14 
3z 

(18.a) 

<D+ v ) M z ) a ~ fi2(z) (18.b) 

which carries a fractional Chern number v = t 1/N. The fact 

that configurations with fractional Chern number should play 

a key role in the dynamical mass generation in QCD. has been 

repectedly stressed by Crewther (20). In the above model the 



II 

generalized selection rule proposed by him 4Q,. = 2vN is 

indeed satisfied. 
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